Enterprise Transformation as a Platform™
(eTaaP™)

GxFource® - today’s industry leading eTaaP™ moves great ideas into operational reality.
Designed and developed through 30 years of practical application
at Fortune 500 disrupters, GxFource® pulls together the common
threads of our successful client transformations.

Products • Playbooks • Experts • Services
These four elements – a pervasive use of automation, deployment via
trusted playbooks, exceptionally trained and experienced talent and a
suite of end-to-end services – together constitute a repeatable factory
for transformation: Enterprise Transformation as a Platform™.
Welcome to successful transformation. Every single time.

In this era of transformation,
companies are changing how they earn and operate:
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CHANGE IS THE NEW NORMAL
Transformation is a priority for cutting-edge companies
competing in dynamic environments that require deep process
and system re-engineering.
With GxFource®, you can plan your journey and predict
the outcome of your new operational and business model.

Enterprise Transformation

Products

Playbooks

Our data-driven automation delivers a
holistic enterprise view of existing systems
and processes. Our products give you:

State-of-the art, time-tested GxFource®
playbooks are the path to successful
transformation. We’ve written the books on:

5x increase

in effectiveness of your SMEs

90% improvement
in cycle time

74% reduction

in effort during modernization,
migration and consolidation

Business Models

Business Transformation
Client Onboarding + Implementation
Client Setup + Certification
Current Book of Business
First Principles Based Market Disruption
Mergers + Acquisition

Operational Models

Business Transformation
Compliance Implementation
Operational Accuracy + Efficiency
Platform and Business Consolidation

Advanced Technology Models

Digital Transformation
Agile + DevOps Implementation
Artificial Intelligence: Companionship
Artificial Intelligence: Monitoring & Decisioning
Artificial Intelligence: Personalized Support
Technology Refresh + Replatform

n as a Platform™ (eTaaP™)

Experts

Services

Seasoned, engagement specialists and
handpicked GxFource® certified engineers,
lead transformation teams, succeeding in
complex large-scale client environments.

GxFource® includes a full spectrum
of transformative platform-driven
services including:

employees average

8-10 + years

of deep industry expertise
teams average

10 + years

of working together

Application Development
Artificial Intelligence
Audits, Verification + Validation
Business Consulting
Digital Strategy
Helpdesk
Infrastructure + Security
Quality Assurance
Transformation Services

90% repeat clients
built on trust

30 years

of serving Fortune 500 companies

industry leading

92% retention
of employees

Trained Solutionists

GalaxE.Solutions specializes in platform-driven enterprise transformation.
We live at the intersection of business consulting, IT consulting and
technology products; where deep process and system re-engineering is
the norm and transformation is more than just a buzz-word.

eTaaP™ - Delivering Environments of Change at Speed.
For 30 years, GalaxE has pioneered the use of automation to achieve
mission-critical change for Fortune 500 disrupters in the healthcare,
financial, pharma, life sciences and retail industries.
With an unquenchable thirst for innovation, our automation platforms
transformed industries with solutions such as robotic pharmacies, zero defect
complex infrastructure mergers, and self-funded product support.
We specialize in complex, large scale precision work associated with
end-to-end metamorphosis in high speed, high volume data systems that
process millions of transaction in a 24x7 environment. These challenging
environments are exclusively addressed through a fully integrated automation
platform that delivers predictable results and targeted goals.
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